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‘Oosh Badaam Ber Goz’ or ‘3 Almonds And A Walnut’ when translated from Persian to English, is the second 
album by Welsh-Iranian songstress Roshi Ft. Pars Radio, and will be released on UK label, GEO records, home 
of fellow sonic explorers Gagarin & Raf and O. Their debut album 'The Sky & The Caspian Sea', as well as EPs 
'And Stars' and 'Mehregan' received widespread acclaim from press in the UK and across Europe, including two 
experimental records of the week in Mixmag, great reviews in New Internationalist, The Wire, fROOTs, Rock n 
Reel, Flux, Tokalfi, and repeated radio play by BBC Radio 3, 6 Music & Resonance FM. Roshi and her band have 
also developed a reputation as a brilliant and daring live act, unafraid of both, striking contemplative quietness and 
glitchy sonic-based experimentation. They have performed extensively at underground clubs, major UK festivals and 
prestigious art venues across Europe. 
 
The album builds on the qualities of the previous releases and continues Roshi's distinctive exploration of her Welsh-
Iranian background, songwriting and experimental soundworlds that have evoked descriptions such as "stunningly 
beautiful Welsh-Iranian electronica torch songs" and references to the work of film maker David Lynch. Added to 
the mix now is a greater engagement with extended vocal approaches and a more experimental pop aesthetic. The 
album, produced once again by Roshi's main collaborator Graham Dowdall (Gagarin, Pere Ubu, Nico etc) includes 
several pieces developed from a live score to Mary Pickford's 'Amarilly of Clothes Line Alley' that Roshi was 
commissioned by Birds Eye View to present as part of the Southbank 2012 WOW festival. Amongst these is the 
recent single 'Don't Breathe It to a Soul but Amarilly is getting Gay with a Dude' which received acclaim from 
Record Collector, DJ Magazine and The Quietus. The single was released as a 7" and featured a rare mix from 
legendary Pere Ubu frontman David Thomas. A perfect partnership, the mix set Roshi's exquisite vocals against a 
primordial backdrop of twisted industrial percussion. Other tracks include the title track, in Farsi, which plays on the 
dilemma of being an Iranian with a nut allergy with layer upon layer of hypnotic vocal loops and chants against a 
wayward glitch-groove. ‘Nunhead Cemetery’ is a delicate and beautiful evocation of both a place and the end of a 
relationship with field recordings from the Gothic wilderness of the cemetery itself and ‘Aziz Joon’ - an Iranian 
folkloric love song re-interpreted as driving South London Bass. Years of living in London and collaboration with 
Cockney Scot Graham have joined Welsh-Iranian influences in her writing.  
 
As well as Roshi's unique vocal stylings, the album features her on keyboards and synths, Graham on beats, 
electronics and field recordings and Richard Thomas on experimental cello to create a sound that maintains the 
delicacy and fragility of earlier work, but also a more developed, lush, sometimes groove-driven style. ‘3 Almonds 
and a Walnut’ is undoubtedly an imaginative and engaging second album by this boundary-pushing outfit. 
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Tracklisting: 
1. Oosh Badaam Ber Goz  (3 Almonds & A 
Walnut) 
2. Nunhead Cemetery 
3. Postcard (3 Almonds Mix) 
4. Don't Breathe It To A Soul But Amarilly Is 
Getting Gay With A Dude 
5. Aziz Joon 
6. Strip 
7. Opium 
8. Pache Leili 
9. We Don't Talk Well 
10. Clothes Line Alley 
 

Artist Links:  
Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Roshi-
Featuring-Pars-Radio 
Website: http://www.roshi.biz/ 

 


